
Terms of Service
Will draw the following:

● Official Characters
● Original and Fan Characters
● Monsters and mythical creatures
● Animals i’m comfortable drawing (please ask)
● Humanoids
● Robots
● Couples
● Gore, violence, and nudity but no sexual scenes

Will not draw the following:
● Fetishes, sexual, and NSFW
● Extreme violence/gore
● Horses or any sort of mythical horse creature
● Any sort of hate symbol or hate speech

● If you are under the age of 18, please be sure you have your
parent/guardian’s permission before ordering a commission. Be sure you
have a way to pay. I will work with anyone as long as you can guarantee
payment and allow me to contact your parent/guardians if necessary.

● You must be able to provide a clear reference sheet/drawing of the
character(s) you want drawn. I will ask questions regarding designs if I am
unsure. If you are commissioning a piece of an official character(Sonic,
Pokemon, etc), just tell me their name(s). If you are looking for a specific
aesthetic, sometimes including mood boards or ideas for color palettes can also
be a great idea!

● You are allowed 4 major revisions with the quoted price. If the art must be
majorly revised many times, I have the right to add to the price of your
commission - this payment must be made when discussed and agreed upon with
me (this can happen at any stage in the process). Changes made because of
minor adjustments, or mistakes on my part, do not count as major revisions. An
example of a major revision might include (but is not limited to): changing the
pose, changing the design of the character, major changes in composition or
lighting, etc.
*Large revisions may not be able to be made with traditional pieces once they
are in certain stages- however, for all commissions, you will always receive work



in progress shots throughout the process- please look over the artwork carefully
to catch any mistakes before I move onto the next steps. I will never move onto
the next steps without approval from the commissioner.*

● All prices on the price sheet are base prices. Prices may lower or higher
based on what you'd like, or character simplicity/complexity

● All prices are in USD. Once I have accepted your commission, you will be sent
a PayPal invoice through email and you can pay directly through PayPal or any
other available options.

● Payment is expected up front before I start the commission.
● I have the right to decline any commission I feel for whatever reason.
● I will not work with strict deadlines. I will work on and finish commissions on

my own time schedule, not the commissioner's.
● By commissioning me, you are granting me the rights to post the

finished/work in progress shots of the piece on my social medias
(Instagram, Twitter,  DeviantART, Tumblr), and use them as future
commission examples. You are commissioning the art, not buying the rights to
the art itself unless pre-discussed with me for. If you would not like me to post
your commission for whatever reason however, please let me know (for a
gift/surprise, or you just don't want it posted, etc.) I will give credit to the
commissioner/rightful owner of the character if posted outside of my commission
sheet

● My work may NOT be used in relation to any Non Fungible Token (NFT).
Use of my artwork or commissioned art in any NFT format will result in
legal action against those involved. Again, you are purchasing the creation of
the art, you are not purchasing the rights or full ownership over any art unless
pre-discussed with me. Commissioners are not permitted to claim ownership
over my artwork.

● Message me if you have any questions or concerns. You can contact me
through Twitter or by email.

● You will be sent updates and in progress to (your choice of) your email or
through social media.

Refunds

● When the Commission has not yet started: Full Refund
● When the Commission is sketched: 50% Refund
● When the Commission is lined: 25% Refund
● When the commission is in the coloring phase or finished: No refund



These do not apply to commissions that are just line work or sketches. Once those are
started, I will not give out any refund.

By commissioning me, you are agreeing to all the terms stated above.


